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TRANSFORM THE ORDINARY  

INTO EXTRAORDINARY
By offering unmatched innovation, service and quality to 
the neglected category‚ “Drape Rental‚” Drape Kings has 
taken it to the next level.  
 
Over two decades ago, Drape Kings revolutionized the special events 
and staging industry by offering unmatched innovation, service, and 
quality in what was, until then, a neglected category — drape rental.

Tell us what you
need and leave
the rest to us. 
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Because we stock miles of drape from 1’-50’ high, Drape Kings is 
ready when you are. Our massive inventory, in-house fabrication 
department, full-time installation crews, and fleet of trucks sets Drape 
Kings apart from our competitors. Many have imitated, but none 
have duplicated the quality and service we provide.

Being the undisputed industry 
leader, Drape Kings continues to 
dominate the market.

Behind the scenes, Drape Kings is busy working on solutions for each 
and every event. With more than 30 years’ experience in the audio 
visual and special events industry, we bring our unique understanding 
and commitment to productions of any size. Year after year, Drape 
Kings proudly wears the crown of excellence as we continue our 
reign as the undisputed leader in event rentals.

RAISING THE

STANDARD
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DRAPE KINGS   

FABRIC SELECTION

Encore  Durable, opaque and wrinkle-resistant brushed polyester velour.
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Supervel  Lightweight, brushed polyester velour with a mottled finish.
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King  Deep pile, luxurious polyester woven/knitted velour.
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PHOTO LISA PRINS

All sizes are nominal. 
Colors are for 
representation only, dye 
lots & colors may vary.
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Muslin  Lightly woven, cotton-like polyester.  
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All Drape Kings rental fabrics are Inherently Flame Retardant (IFR). All sizes are nominal. Colors are for representation only, dye lots & colors may vary.

We stock a wide range of IFR fabrics, from sheers to heavyweight velour, that can be used for 
everything from basic pipe & drape to a grand entrance or traveler track reveal. Call 888 DRAPE ME.

All of our event 
fabrics are the 
highest quality IFR. 

Crush  Crush drape has a naturally crinkled look, is lightweight and the decorator’s choice. 
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Sheer  Elegant sheer polyester, used alone or as an overlay.
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All Drape Kings rental fabrics are Inherently Flame Retardant (IFR). All sizes are nominal. Colors are for representation only, dye lots & colors may vary.

Banjo  Lightweight polyester trade show fabric with slightly shiny finish.
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Evento  Lightweight polyester with slight matte finish. 

DRAPE KINGS   

FABRIC SELECTION
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Chenille  Rich, highly textured 
double-sided polyester 
designer fabric. Perfect for up 
lighting effects. 
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All our fabrics are 
Globally Sourced 
ensuring the 
best quality and 
performance. 
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Pipe and drape begins with 6 lb to 62 lb bases,  
as dictated by the height and weight of the drapes.

As required, sandbags are added for extra safety 
and stability. 

Next, we offer a selection of slip-lock adjustable 
telescoping uprights that range from 2’-3’ to 14’-
24’ high. We also offer standard non-adjustable 
uprights which are best suited for trade show 
booths and knee walls.

Because every room is different, we offer  
a complete selection of adjustable horizontal 
drape supports ranging from 2’-3’ to 9’-16’ wide. 
They are the perfect solution for any room size and 
will support the chosen drape. 

Once the hardware has been established, the 
drapes are selected for each horizontal section.

An optional header valance can also be added.

PIPE & DRAPE  

COVERING THE BASICS
Everything starts with a good foundation. Follow this guide to learn about pipe & drape:
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Velcro™ Tear Back Pocket
A Drape Kings innovation, our Velcro™ Tear Back 
Pocket allows for a seamless transition from one pipe 
fixture to another. Standard with all (rental) drape 
orders. Eliminate humps and create a seamless flow 
by partnering our innovative Velcro pocket with our 
hardware.

Pipe & Base 2.0™

Makes installation quick and easy. 
It can be adapted with existing 
hardware, making the upgrade 
process cost effective.

Skirt Header Clamp
This clamp attaches vertically along the 
length of 2-piece adjustable uprights 
allowing for versatility. It’s used to add an 
additional drape support at any length or 
at any angle from your existing upright. 

6. Header

4. Horizontal

The image shown is for reference only.

1. Base

3. Telescoping Uprights

2. Sandbag

5. Drape
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Self Service Pickup
You choose the drape, hardware, or 
both, and our warehouse crew will 
load your vehicle.

Door to Door
Our drivers or common carrier will 
deliver from New York to Los Angeles, 
and all points in between.

Full Service
Drape Kings takes care of everything: 
delivery, set up, and strike. 

DRAPE KINGS  

AT YOUR SERVICE
With our can-do attitude, we are always ready to provide high 
quality pipe and drape for any event, around the block or 
across the country. Call about our low-cost shipping options.  
 
As a full-service, experienced rental company, Drape Kings offers 
site-surveys, drawings, and prompt custom quotes. Our team of 
professionals will install and strike anywhere, at any time, and can 
remain on-site to ensure that no problem is left unresolved. 
 
We pride ourselves on our outstanding customer service and are 
always ready to provide pipe and drape for a local event or a national 
spectacular, such as the Super Bowl. Just tell us what you need, and 
we’ll take care of the rest.

Experienced 
service right when 
you need it. 24/7 
365 we’ve got you 
covered!
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DRAPE KINGS  

MORE THAN DRAPE
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Star Drape
White LED lights can be scattered in random 
patterns to create multiple effects over a 
black field of IFR Drape. The controller can be 
run independently or via DMX.

Kabuki Reveals
Whether it’s a simple curtain drop or a dramatic two-car reveal, 
our systems are ready to go and can be packed for easy 
nationwide shipping.

DYNAMIC EVENTS BY DAVID CARUSO AND FRONT ROOM PHOTOGRAPHY

Transportation and Shipping
Whether your event is local or long distance, storage and 
shipping are made easy with our exclusively-designed pipe cases, 
stanchion carts, hampers, base boxes, and hand trucks. Used 
in rentals for added ease of use and also available for sale.  We 
deliver locally and ship worldwide! 

Our designs exemplify why Drape Kings is the innovative leader 
in the event industry. We rent daily, weekly and are happy to 
provide long term rentals for longer events and tours. As always, 
we also sell most of our rental products which are all Road tested, 
crew approved.

DRAPE KINGS  

MORE THAN DRAPE



Let us show you 
firsthand what 
everyone is 
talking about. 
You’ll see just 
how much  
we care about 
your event.
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Rope & Stanchions
Stylish at any occasion, Drape Kings offers elegant 
chrome and golden stanchions with velvet ropes in Red, 
Black and custom colors. We also offer modern black 
belt stanchions with 4-way belt tops for flexible crowd 
control.

PHOTO ANGELA GARBOT

DRAPE KINGS  

MORE THAN DRAPE

We provide not only pipe and 
drape but also related theatricals, 
making us your one-stop-shop for 
all your event needs! Call  
888 DRAPE ME for a consultation.



Primo

Designer

• Our most popular 16oz nylon medium pile carpet
• Ideal for runners, rooms, or entire venues

• Vibrant, vivid colors for an exceptional look
• Available in 26oz deep pile and 44oz “shag” style

• Available in 12’ wide rolls and custom sizes
• Bound or unbound

• Available in 10’ wide rolls and custom sizes
• Bound or unbound

Acapulco Horseradish

Smoke

BasilJalapeño

Black

Lemon Zest

Blue TileMole Sauce

Yellow

Caribbean Piñata

Purple

Lime Green

Cha-Cha

White

Navy

Chile  
Pepper

Purple  
Reign

Chive Silver Spur

Process 
Blue

Cobalt

Smoke Grey

Fiesta

Tea Biscuit

Orange

DRAPE KINGS  

EVENT CARPET
Drape Kings offers full turn-key installation services by trained carpet experts.  We took the headache out of 
event carpet.  From installation to removal, Drape Kings has you covered.  
 
By working with all three major mills, we bring you a wide variety of colors and styles that will add to the look 
of any venue. Call for pricing and availability. Some colors may require minimum quantities and up to two 
weeks lead time.

All colors are for representation only, dye lots & colors may vary.

• Ideal for heavy traffic and outdoor spaces
• Olefin or Polypropylene marine backed
• Available in 12’ wide rolls and custom sizes
• Some colors require up to 2 week lead time

Turf

Ivy Marina BlueWhite Ebony

Additional colors available.  Please call for details.
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EXPERT DRIVEN  

STYLISH SOLUTIONS
DRAPE FAQ

What is fullness?
When a drape is sewn or gathered with more 
fabric than the width of coverage, it’s called 
fullness.

Why add fullness?
Fullness adds depth, richness, opacity, and 
sound absorption. Most velour drapes are 
quoted at 50% fullness (1½ times the fabric 
width). An ultra thin sheer drape may be quoted 
at nearly 200% (4 times the width). Our drapes 
are sewn flat, allowing the user to choose their 
own look.

What is finish?
Finish refers to the top and bottom of the drape. 
Our drapes are typically finished with a 4”-6” 
pipe pocket that allows for sleeving the drape 
directly onto the hardware. The original Velcro™ 
Tear Back Pocket opens to eliminate humps 
where the drapes meet. Most drapes taller than 
8’h also include blind ties that allow the drape 
to be tied directly to a pipe, such as truss or 
existing theatre pipe.

What is FR and IFR?
FR (Flame Retardant) refers to fabric that has 
been topically treated with a flame retardant 
solution. FR-treated fabric needs to be re-
treated over time or during cleaning to remain 
flame retardant.

IFR (Inherently Flame Retardant) refers to 
fabric that is woven with flame resistant yarn 
or treated during the finishing process, thereby 
guaranteeing its safety for the life of the drape.

Both FR and IFR meet the industry standards set 
forth by the NFPA 701 Small Scale. Certificates 
are available upon request for all our rental 
drapes. Drape Kings also offers flame proofing 
and cleaning services.
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Columns
Our columns give that “WOW” 
factor to any venue. Choose the 
height, fabric, and light color to 
give your event a unique look. 

Curves
Create a feeling of intimacy and 
privacy using our curved hardware. 
Perfect for Chuppas, altars, and 
small stages. 

Cantilever
Combined with the right up 
lighting, this simple and stylish 
technique will create stand out 
areas in any space. 

Layers
The use of a three-way in-line 
hanger allows for beautiful layered 
looks and is also a great solution for 
hanging banners.

PHOTO FRONT ROOM PHOTOGRAPHY
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CUSTOM

FABRICATION
World Class Fabrication
Drape Kings is proud to offer a  
full-service fabrication shop to meet 
all your custom sewing needs. Our 
projects run the gamut from one-of-
a-kind creations curated for a single 
event, to robust products designed 
and built for years of usage. We have 
collaborated on many custom drape 
projects for both event planners and 
venues including Bergdorf Goodman, 
Louis Vuitton, Prada, David Stark 
Productions, Live Nation and countless 
television and movie productions.

Tell us what you 
need and allow 
our fabrication 
specialist to help 
with your design 
process. We are 
always available 
for site surveys 
and consultations 
to help determine 
your specifications.



INTRODUCING  

AV-DROP MODULAR BACKDROP SYSTEM

AV-Drop Modular Backdrop System
A revolutionary scenic solution that allows you to build stage 
sets, divider walls, projection screens, surrounds, step & repeats 
and branded backdrops. This system also can be used for tech 
masking, actual projection screens and much more, all from 
the same set of components.

The AV-Drop System is scenic made simple. Gone are the 
cumbersome fixed size, wooden Hollywood-style hard flats.  
Instead, this system includes basic frames, extensions, unions 
and easy to use clamps. That’s it. A sustainable robust extruded 
aluminum frame system built to last for years. Frame perimeters 
are covered with Velcro™ to accept a multitude of fabric skins 
and or prints to create an amazing flat-wall solution.

By combining frames, extensions and clamps, AV-Drop is a 
compact and fully reusable system, designed for quick setup 
and easily disassembled.

CREATE

SAVE TIME

SAVE MONEY & SPACE

SHIPS ANYWHERE

GREEN SOLUTION

100’ BACKDROP CAN FIT & SHIP ON 2 PALLETS
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Engineered of strong,  
fire-resistant aluminum.

Features & Benefits
• Stacks on a pallet, stores in a closet, 

fits in an elevator
• Scenic shop quality without the shop, 

tools or traditional wood
• No tools required: Frames snap & 

clamp together 
• Ground supported up to 20’ high 
• Green Solution: Re-Usable frames and 

Velcro’d™ fabric skins
• Cost effective & time saving
• Ease of installation saves both labor 

and venue rental times
• Offers less framing, parts and weight 

than traditional solutions
• 16’h x 100’w set can ship and store on 

two large pallets 

Create
• Branded backdrops
• Step & Repeats
• Endless Hollywood flats
• Front & rear projection screen surrounds
• Borderless full white front projection screens
• Flat walls to divide/build rooms 

ENDLESS

POSSIBILITIES



INTRODUCING  

AV-DROP MODULAR BACKDROP SYSTEM

European engineering 
and design brought 
to you exclusivley by 
Drape Kings.
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AV-Drop Modular Backdrop System

AV Drop allows for easy integration of your 

existing projection screens or use AV-Drop 

frames with Velcro’d™ front and rear skins 

to create standard or custom size screens 

that fit your needs.

It is the ultimate solution for Industrial 

or Traditional Theatre applications, 

exhibitions, trade shows, temporary 

rooms, press events or wherever a 

premium modular backdrop is needed. 



It’s so simple. Frames click 
together, clamps hold them in 
place, and Velcro’d™ fabric 
skins are stretched on the 
frames. That’s it! 
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Easy Configuration
The modular frame system adapts to your set up 
needs, combining an endless combination of frames, 
fabric skins, branded fabric prints, projection screens 

and LED surrounds.

Compact & Lightweight
Since the largest aluminum piece is only 6’ long or a 
full A frame at 4’ or 5’, AV-Drop is ideal for shipping 
or easily storing on a pallet. A 16’h x 100’w set breaks 
down into two large pallets, and can make its way 
into any venue through tight quarters or even onto an 
elevator.

Fast Installation
The re-usable modular design allows you to 
preassemble large frames or breakdown to pallet size 
for quick installations and strikes. Fitted Velcro™ fabric 
skins or prints can be installed on-site which protects 
them during the shipping process.

ENDLESS

POSSIBILITIES



Party Planners West

Clinton Global Initiative 

NY Philharmonic 

Saks 5th Avenue 

NY Armory

Vanity Fair 

Google 

Target 

Bergdorf Goodman 

Swarovski 

JP Morgan 

New York Yankees 

Macy’s 

NY Mets 

Madam Tussauds 

Navy Pier

Hargrove

The Apollo Theatre

SOHO House

Empire Force Events 

CS GLOBAL 

Layola University 

Sound Investment 

The Late Show 

MSG 

The Apollo 

Lincoln Center 

Disney 

20th Century Fox

Revel Decor 

Bloomburg

American Film  

   Institute

Victoria’s Secret

Barneys NY

Sotheby’s

Jay-Z 

Barclays Center 

MetLife Stadium 

MoMA 

Natural History Museum 

Hard Rock Cafe© 

ADIDAS 

Radio City Music Hall 

4 WTC 

Live Nation  

Ziegfeld Theatre 

NIKE 

David Tutera 

PSAV Presentation 

   Services

WHATEVER YOU NEED  

WHENEVER YOU NEED IT
Drape Kings’ unparalleled service has made 
us the go-to company for special event giants 
including The Robinhood Foundation, Disney, The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, and countless others. 

 
We also proudly partner with Audio Visual and Production 
companies, event planners, as well as film & TV producers. 
Now offering low cost shipping, we’ve made our products 
available nationwide.  
 
Near and far, large or small, premier companies put their 
trust in Drape Kings because we Raise the Standard and 
exceed event expectations. Let us show you firsthand what 
exceptional quality and customer service are all about!



By the foot
Drape Kings offers a unique pricing solution. Just tell us the color, 
height, and length of the drape, and we will price your order by the 
foot, including your optimal fullness and all the necessary support 
hardware.

It’s all in the details
Once your drape has been established, questions may arise: How 
many uprights, bases, pins, and horizontals? Leave all that to us.  
Our experienced production staff will pack your order piece by 
piece, based on your drawing or requirements, paying meticulous 
attention to every detail.

Ordering
• Orders may be placed by phone, fax, or e-mail and are subject   
    to confirmation by Drape Kings. Most pricing is based on a one  
    week period; additional time periods are discounted. Call our  
    experienced customer service team for an estimate.
• For availability and fabric swatches, contact our customer  
    service team.
• We reserve the right to change specifications, prices, and/or  
    discontinue items without notice.
• We can ship in-stock items the same day.
• Plan ahead: reserve your stock or custom orders as soon as  
    possible to ensure prompt delivery.
• Please allow extra time, including shipping, to ensure that your  
    custom order is completed and arrives to you on time. 
Some items are made to order and are not immediately  
available. Custom orders require a non-refundable credit card  
deposit from 50-100%.

Payment
We make it easy by accepting American Express, Master Card and 
Visa through our representatives or our online portal. Company 
checks will be accepted with approval or prepayment. Returned 
Company checks will incur a $35 bank and processing fee. 

Sales Tax Rules
All sales in California, Florida, Illinois, Maryland, Nevada, New York, 
New Jersey, Virginia, and Washington D.C. will be charged sales 
tax. Resale or exempt certificates must be provided to us prior to 
shipment of goods to avoid tax charges. Use tax may apply; check 
with your accountant or tax authority. NOTE: If you choose to pick 
up the goods from our facility, you will be charged sales tax unless 
you have a resale/exempt certificate. 
 

Shipping
Prices exclude freight charges and are shipped FOB from our 
facilities in North Bergen, N.J, Chicago, Illinois, and College Park, 
MD. Please specify your carrier of choice when ordering. All prepaid 
freight charges will be added to your invoice.  If requested, we 
will be happy to choose the best carrier suited to your needs, but 
we cannot be held responsible for the shipper’s performance 
regardless if it was your choice or ours. Standard insurance charges 
will be included for replacement values. Customer MUST inspect 
shipment and establish any damage claims immediately at 
drapekings.com/claims. 

Returns
• Any discrepancy with rentals, missing equipment, shortages  
 and/or damage claims must be made immediately upon receipt  
 and prior to your event. 
• Additional terms shall apply as per our rental contract, which  
 is available upon request, and part of the standard rental quote.  
• Defective products may be replaced or repaired at the  
 discretion of Drape Kings and must be reported prior to usage.
• NO returns will be accepted on cut merchandise, special orders,  
 or custom fabrication. 
• Cancellations or returns must be authorized in advance.  
 In order to return an item, you must first request an RMA (Return  
 Merchandise Authorization) number. Drape Kings must receive  
 this request no later than seven (7) business days from receipt of  
 the merchandise. 
• All call-for orders must be picked up within 30 days.
• If the order has shipped, it will be subject to shipping  
 and restocking charges.

Insurance
Renter must carry in full force and provide Drape Kings with a 
Certificate of Insurance for a minimum of one million dollars General 
Liability, Workmen’s Compensation, and an Inland Marine Floater 
for the value of the equipment rented. Such Certificate of Insurance 
shall indicate Drape Kings as named insured and shall be kept 
enforced for the duration of the rental period.

For more information visit www.drapekings.com or call  
888 DRAPE ME (888 372 7363). Warehouse Hrs: 6am – 6pm 
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WE’VE MADE IT SIMPLE  

HOW TO ORDER



201.770.9950          

NEW YORK

3200 Liberty Avenue • 2C   
North Bergen, NJ 07047

WASHINGTON, D.C.

5114 Roanoke Place
College Park, MD 20740

301.220.0001

CHICAGO

2222 W. Hubbard Street
Chicago, IL 60612

312.733.7660

888 DRAPE ME     drapekings.com


